Bespoke art and Interior Scheme

Peter’s office - prospective wallpaper wall dimensions
A Height floor to dado rail - 240cm

B

B Width of window - 130cm
C Width of back wall - 465cm
D Floor to ceiling - 310 cm

C

E back wall to entrance door - 500cm

A

Peter’s office - prospective wallpaper wall initial concept

The Mist Rolling in from The Trent

D

Other initial art concepts and evolution

1. Black and white artistic photographic design including logo (can be removed)

2. Black and white artistic photographic design accentuating part of the design with the HFL green

3. Taking the photographic image and giving a painted effect

4. The third image rendered in-situ. All artwork will be displayed as such for review before production.
All measurements will be taken so the artworks can be made to exact sizes to fit the space perfectly.
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Project Outline and Costings
My Creative Services and Project Management
1 Another meeting in person or by electronic means to decide on artistic style to be
employed, discuss media to use (canvas, wallpaper, photographic paper, framing etc.)
2 Another site visit to professionally photograph the areas where the art is to go
and remeasure.

3 Create an initial artwork scheme for review.
4 Drop the artwork onto the photos of the area so the scheme can be seen in-situ digitally.
5 Review and any modification of the scheme.
6 Artworks made print ready and sign-off on the media to be used for each piece.
7 I will liaise with printer to make sure everything is produced correctly.
8 I will arrange and oversee collection and installation of the artworks/wallpapering.
Extra I will professionally photograph the building and installed artworks for use on any
marketing materials including website. Any staff in the shots can be included.

My fee ******
***** payable on acceptance and ***** on completion

Production and Installation
As we are yet to finalise the amount of artwork and the various media that would be most
suitable I would aim at bringing the production costs in at under ***** to make the complete
job including installation *****. This could include high quality bespoke wall paper pieces,
stretched canvas over pine frames and framed pieces on canvas and/or high quality photo
paper.
This I am happy to discuss and would be payable upon ordering of the final pieces

Regards, Matt

